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Topics and practices related to college reading instruction are discussed.
Reading is seen as a skill which permeates the entire process of study. Speed
reading techniques such as increasing eye span. ceasing vocalizations, and reading
vertically down the page are criticized as hampering rather than facilitating the
comprehension process. The most effective reading process is described as taking in
the meaning of each word, from left to right, with a fleeting but direct fixation on
each word encountered, gliding over nonessential words, but taking in the meaningful
ones. It is suggested that the existing ideas. techniques. and approaches to learning
be taken and systematized into some organized form to facilitate Independent
studying and learning. References are included. (RT)
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A moment's reflection liould reveal that the title is large

enough for at least three doctoral theses: one to cover the past;

one to cover the nresent; and one to cover the implications for the

fUure.

Bather than trying to Present sweeping sumeries of the past

and present, as well as implications for the future, I uill con-

centrate on only a few areas. I have selected a few topics and

practices mhich were strong in the past, are even more vigorous

in the Present, and I hope, in the future, 'will be extinct. You

can see that I'm going to be critical.

Before I say nore, permit me to Provide a setting for tIZT

comments by saying thatmy objective in teachincf reading and study

gkills is to hel-) each student to heln himself do a better job

academically by providing him with the skills and tecilniaues of

scholarship. Mere concretely, provide him uith skills to vaster the

'

uex:Gbooq: to master uhe

paper, to study for and

helPing students become

contents of lectures, to 'write the research

pass examinations all these throuea

independent studiers.4,44.444.444-.44- -
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Reading as a Separate Skill

The many articles in the various journals lead me to believe

that more than sumo teedhers of reading teach reading as a sepaxTte

skill; as a eull sufficient unto itself. Realistically, if reading

is to yield anybenefit to a student mho has to master an academic

assignment, reading vust be treated as a skill *which permeates the

entire process o2 study. Reading, therefore, should be taught uithin

the content of a process, usually a studY process.

For example, if a student mho has been assigned a chaoter in

history desires to vaster his assignment, he must do, at least,

these fa= things: he must read; he Trust comprehend; he rust

remember; end he must integrate to same degree the contents of the

chapter into his mental framework.

Even the first ste'o, read the chapter, is not the type of

reading which nest reading programs tealh. Actually this study-

type of reading violates almost all of the neat winciples uhich

most reading teachers teach. Instead of reading rhythmically down

the page as most teadhers a&vocate, in actual practice the student

seizes a subheading here, a topic sentence there, end a caption under

a diagram anyvhey..e. The maze of tracings on the film of an eye

camera would be undecipherable as the eyes jump from topic sentence

to subheading, then back a page or tuo to a previously looked-at

subheading. Regressions to check on relationships and sequences
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mould be the rule rather than the exception. And the teachers mho

recoil at lip movements or subvocalization would be horrified if

they matched Iny students actually talk their way through the

chapter durim: the skimmirq stage.

How inaoropriate it is to talk about mords per minute. For

after the student has skimmed the chapter he is then told to read

carefully a page or so to a good stopping point, then to go back

to the first 1?aragrvoh to ask himself, "What did the author say???

If no answer comes forth, he must read it again, and perhaps several

nore times until he can say something. He must either underline

or jot something in the nargin, or else nake notes on separate

sheets of paper. Be does this paragraph by. paragraph.

IV point is this: If a student tries to read a chapter usire,

the morrls-per-minute tripe of techniaue, he may get a glimse of the

f.dee in the first Paragranh, a misconceDtion in the second, and a

nAsplaced emphasis in the th:rd. When this occurs, it is difficult

can
for me to see how he4somehow grindlout of the mind a crystal, clear

concept. This just defies logic; that is, you don't get something

good out of a conglomeration of errors.

Some t ime ago, Professor Hans Bathe, our Cornell Professor mho

just received the Nobel prize and mho had previously received the

Fermi amard from President Kennedy, said that almost adny student

could become proficient in any subject if he mould memorize the

textbook and the lectures, but such a student mould never become
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creative unless he also reflected on the facts and ideas Reflec-

tion means the repositioning of the facts and ideas, synthesizing

them, speculatiro. on their opposites, seeing their implications,

making ideas and facts one's very am by blending them into an

exislang frane of reference. Only then can one leap beyond the

ideas and facts in a creative uay.

I didn't mean to take all this tine just to put forth uhat

appears to be a system; rather, I wanted to make absolute%y clear

mj position that in an acadeaic etmosphere of college, I do not

see that me ere hel.ping students to do a better academic job by

teachirsT them how to read, however that is done. The Payoff is

achiaved through teaching theu how to study.

Sneed Reading

How, let me direct my remarks for a while on speed reading. I

am continually amazed to see in our journals so many articles on

speed readirr7, and from the descriptions, speed readirw, or at

least, rapid reading is the backbone of nost Prograns. Some articles

unashamedly start out, "Would you like to double the reading rate

of your students in one session?" Uhile others move in more slyly

with this kind of a justification: "With the rapid changes in our

modern uorld and the ever-increasing demand fbr speed and effi-

ciency..." And even though sudh an article tries to rut on itself

its oun stavp of respectability by saying, "In this evoroadh,
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both rate of reading and comprehension are recognized...," still

the methods used arc no different from methods used in any other

speed-reading program.

These articles usually give the same old story on eye fixa-

tions. As we know, anyone advocating speed reading, rust establish

that with a single eye fixation, nore than one word can be taken in.

The usual proof that this is Possible is the basketball player

analoa: he is dribbling down the center of the floor, looking

straight ahead, but seeing the players on either side. By using

suCh a crude, grosslphysical-type analogy, the teacher of speed

reading thinks that he has somehow mon his point. It is true

that when I look at the very center of a Page, I can see that the

page contains a full page of words, but I can recognize only the

one word on which I'm fixating. If I continue to stare, I can call

out the word to the left and to the right, but I'm not sure whether

my eyes dhifted an almost imnerceptible micro-bit to the left and

to the right. Furthermore, I feel that ray nind entertained eadh

mord separately. There are two nain questions in the fixation theory:

First, even if the two words were seen Physically in one fixation,

can the mind get neaning from two words at the same time, or does

it have to entertain each word separately? If the nind has to

entertain each word separately; that is, each word has to await its

turn, why nut view the words separately in the first place? It

would be less confusing.
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Dvery teacher o:E' reading should know the contents of the EIDL

Bead:i.ng Newsletter 30, which contains a splendid Diece of objective

research on eye movements. Using an eye camera to photograph the

reader's eye movements, this study revealed that the average

college reader took in 1.11 words per fixation, and that the most

superior readers, tra:Lned or untrained, seldom tooh in more than

2.5 words in a sing:Le fixation.

The same Newsletter (14.) points out that only four or five

letters around the fixation point are seen with 100 per cent acuity,

and words which are one inch from the point of fixation are seen

with 30 per cent acuity. It seems to me that when the mind struggles

to recognize more fully Ithat the fuzzy words on thepariphery are,

the mind breaks to some degree, its concentration on meaning thus

engendering a slight delay -- a slight pause. Instead of trying,

in the first place, to take large indigestable visual-bites,

wouldn't it be better to take in the meaning of each word, from

left to right, with a fleeting, but direct fixation on each word

encountered, quickly seeing, discarding, and gliding over non-

essential worC.s, but takinv in the meaning:Cll.! ones? You may say,

"Yes, but that

fo-(.gotten that

afitn n
oc-a-arZW7hich

is word-by-word readinz." I reply, "Have you alreadly

the average college reader took in 1.11 words per

is practically 17ord-by-word?" May I also ask, "How

else does one read except by looking at the words?" Yes, not all

words are equally important, so you can skip some. But how do you

know Ilhich ones to 2::ip without first lookilz at them? Let me al so
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say that the speed readers make many, many assnmption'ffor mhich

they have no rroof.

Hy parting shot on this subject is: Does the mind somehou

impose a single meaning instantly upon a cluster of mords, or does

it take neaning from each mord indiviaually? How do you knou?

The Vocalization Argument

The teachers or sreed reading attack vocalization end sub-

vocalization mith fanatical zeal. The speed .reading experts are

constantly exhorting soudents to "break the sound barrier"; that

is, to go directly from the printed synbol to the meaning. The

speed-reading eroert not only nakes the assumption that vocalization

is utterly bad, but also that it can be eliminated, yet he does not

give any evidence that getting the reanirm* directly from the rrinted

symbol can be done.

There are many learned men in the field of linguistics mho

strongly insist that to get meaning from the printed mord depends

uron how well the reader can furnish the oral counterpart to release

the meaning mhich the reader already has.

McGuigan (3) at Hollins College, Virginia, in an extensive

research study sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education, concluded

confidently that the "thinking" hich goes on during silent reading

is actually "silent speech." This holds true for his subjects mhich

range from age six through college adults.
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Edfelt (1), Director of Reading Research at the Un±versity of

Sto_chholm, concludes that "silent speedh is universal during silent

reading; it increases with the difficulty of the material; efforts

to eliminate it should be discontinued."

Some researchers say that silent speech durins silent reading

might be a physiological factor necessaryto the process of reading.

Gertrude Hildreth (2) says:

"It is doubtful whether a child can become

a fluent reader, comprehending fully 'what he

reads, without a good oral language foundation

and continued attention to oral language

improvement."

I take this to mean that the stronger the bond of association

between its lorinted form and its sound, the more rapidly will the

word be read and comprehended when :Ulter seen on the printed -oage.

A great psychologist, Edua-od Bradford Tichener (5), describes

the way he reads:

"When I am worl:ing for royself, reading or

*writing or thinking ... my natttral tendency is

to ern:ploy internal speech; and there are occas-

sions when my voice rings out clearly to the

mental ear and wthroat feels stiff as if

with noch talking."
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We should take a closer look at SOTO of the other techniques

advocated by teachers of speed reading; such techniques as: focusing

the eyes above the line of print; moving the eyes vertically daun

the page; reading while the teacher is counting out loud, or the

metronome is ticking; and reading the -words betueen the fingertips.

Does a basdball player focus his eyes tuo indhes above the

ball so he will see it better? If a flouer garden has a series of

horizontal Paths, does one stomp through, making his aun vertical

path to see better the garden? Is the listening to the countinrf

supposed to provide practice in concentrating on two activities

at the =lie time? Is readirr- so easy that ye yish to make it more

challenging by blotting out some of the 'words vith our fingers;

or can we absorb some of the 'words osmotically through our finger-

tips?

Teaching Readers to Vbcalize

In addition to other things, I have been teaching speed read-

ing to businessmen over the Past fourteen years. For the first

seven years I preadhed the standard apnrooda of knocking out vocal-

izations of all sorts, eliminating regressions, scooping UD gobs

of yords at a fixation, and so forth. IV- very best lectures and

demonstrations 'were in this area. It uas enjoyable to teach.

After much reflecting, houever, I rade a gradual but nonethe-

less coviplete chengc. Since I could not find any real evidence
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that vocalization was bad, I adopted the camon-sense approach and

used it in my teaching over the last seven yoars. The camaon-sense

approach briefly, es I relate it to the businesmen and students,

is this:

It is not only all right to vocalize; actually

you must vocalize if you -want to understand -what

you read. 'Without vocalizing you mill see but

the enpty shell devoid of neaning. Daw, dontt

necessax'Ur Thisper the ID

mentally.

rd, rather hear it

In other words, I want you to use

the techniaue of intonation.

I am sure that many of us have experienced the insight gained

when reading alovA en es-occially difficult paragraph whidh on

several previous silent readinas did nor, yield up the authorts

maning. It scams that when I'm utter aloud the words spread out

line by line on the page before us, we transautc the inert, lifeless,

mummified inked-symbols into living sounds, cTynamic and flowing

like a livins brook having power and life of its own. The linguists

all remind us of the power of sound, by saying, "Remember the

primacy of the s-oe:en wo',^d."

Prom my records I found that for the first seven years mhen

I taught that vocalization mas a bad habit, the neon speed and

corzorehension scores for the initial test were 280 mords per minute

w3th 86 per cent comprehension. Thc moan scores for the final test

were 660 mords per minute mith 64 per cent cormrehension.

i.erlitsratrre irsr,r.rrr-V.,^ACEr,r1.
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For thc last seven years vhcn I not only encouraged vocaliza-

tion, but taught students and businessmen to vocalize, the mean

speed and commehension scores for the initial test more 275 words

per ninute with 84 per cent comprehension. The mean socres for

the final test were 850 words per minute with 78 per cent comprc-

hension.

From these gross data

conclude that all the harangue about non-vocalizations, non-

regression, eye fixations, reeding vertically tends to hamper rather

than facilitate the comprehension process. I sey: There is no

future in the non-vocalization - big fixation an.oroach. Actual34y

it leads to a dead-end.

Summary end Conclusion

Since the tonic specifies a gl*pse into the future, let m.e

say that there is none for speed reading. E41.4saeleir,..

The only body of skills and tedhniques vhieh have a ftture arc

the reading and study shills vhich a student must emoloy in his

studying to mster, to some degree, his academic work.

For example, Robinson's SO3R which is the mainstay of many

good study skills programs and has helped multitudes of students

is not a reading technicue, it is a study technique.

Vow, RoWnson's contribution in this case vas his systematizing

the individual steps vhich have been known and used separately for
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centuries. Many of the old bodks advocate that the reader first

survez his material before settling down to reading thoroughly.

The auestion recitation, and review steps were advocated by some

of the early Greek and Pawn writers.

I am not trying, in the least, to detract from Robinson, rather

to give him credit for his s?cen and synthesis. Itr point, however,

is thtvt: we should not look for some new secret process which will

automatically end miraculously turn us and our students into good

readers; rather, Ire should take the anisting ideas, techniques, and
Ul-

arpxooaches to learning and adent and systematize them to helpAritudents,

as well as ourselves toward more efficient learninV---- +0 wa.v-el

becom'wo. inderetident siudiet-s end. incterenGtent (earners.
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